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ABSTRACT
Historically, people have interacted with companies and institutions through telephone-based dialogue systems and paper-based forms. Now, these interactions are rapidly moving to web- and phone-based chat systems. While converting traditional telephone dialogues to chat is relatively straightforward, converting forms to conversational interfaces can be challenging. In this work, we introduce methods and interfaces to enable the conversion of PDF and web-based documents that solicit user input into chat-based dialogues. Document data is first extracted to associate fields and their textual descriptions using meta-data and lightweight visual analysis. The field labels, their spatial layout, and associated text are further analyzed to group related fields into natural conversational units. These correspond to questions presented to users in chat interfaces to solicit information needed to complete the original documents and downstream processes they support. This user supplied data can be inserted into the source documents and/or in downstream databases. User studies of our tool show that it streamlines form-to-chat conversion and produces conversational dialogues of at least the same quality as a purely manual approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Enterprise chat is an increasingly important channel for businesses to interact with consumers. Estimates suggest that chatbots, “will be responsible for cost savings of over $8 billion per annum by 2022” [4] and represent a billion dollar business by 2025 [3]. However, most businesses still require end users to complete paper- and web-based forms. This work focuses on adapting processes for acquiring customer information to conversation-based interaction.

The core problem facing companies shifting from document-centered to chat-centered interaction is that documents are inherently more structured than chat. Information entered into forms can flow more-or-less directly into backend databases and processes. Chat operates via natural language which appeals to customers for its convenience. However, chat requires different styles of organizing content as well as more flexible recognition technologies. In this work, we focus on techniques to translate paper- and web-based documents into chat interfaces, as well as techniques to understand unstructured user responses in such a way that they can be reflowed appropriately into pre-existing backend databases and processes.

Figure 1: Converting a section of a structured document (top) directly from the output of document analysis tools results in a complicated conversational interface (bottom left). Our tool simplifies the experience (bottom right).

2 MOTIVATION
Many organizations have developed methods for automatic document analysis; it is worth exploring why these tools are not sufficient to solve the problem of converting structured documents to...
conversational interfaces. Translating structured document content to a conversational format is rarely straightforward. If the output of third-party document analysis tools is forwarded directly to end users the result is a chat bot UI that is at best unusable and at worst encourages end users to submit inaccurate information.

Consider the example in Figure 1, top. Third-party document analysis tools attempt to automatically associate all of the labels with corresponding fields. First, in many cases, these tools fail, producing incorrect (or empty) labels. However, even in the best case, if all field/label associations are correct, and those labels are used directly for a conversational UI, the resulting chat interaction is unnecessarily complicated for the end user (see Figure 1, bottom left). On the other hand, grouping and ordering field/label associations (as we describe later in this document) allows the UI to generate a single question for the end user (see Figure 1, bottom right). With our semi-automatic user interface, guide text is generated automatically from the ordered labels within the group, along with embedded separator characters (e.g., a comma or space) so that the system can easily parse the end user’s response.

In other cases, simply sending field/label associations directly to a chat user interface can encourage incorrect information. Consider Figure 2, top, which includes four checkboxes. For PDFs and web pages, checkboxes are encoded as separate form elements, and therefore a naive automatic approach would generate a question for each checkbox (see Figure 2, bottom left). In this case, the open label, “Marital Status (Select one)” is lost since it is not associated with any field. Furthermore, since the checkboxes are not grouped, the user must answer each individually, which can lead to errors in responses (e.g., responding “Yes” to two fields). However, with our system, since that open label is grouped with the other field/label associations, the resulting conversational UI restricts the user to a single response, as intended (see Figure 2, bottom right).

We describe interfaces here by which an administrative or admin user can verify or revise automatic field groupings and the ordering of information that is presented to end users. In our semi-automated admin UI, users can make changes to system generated summaries of field/label groupings. This can also be used to indicate that some fields are optional. For example, the admin user can indicate that “Apt. Number” is optional. If only a single entry is optional in a list, this is unambiguous (the system can assume that the option entry is not present if the user’s response is a list of n-1 elements). However, if more than one entry is optional the system will not be able to confidently parse the resulting user response. Therefore the admin UI will ask the admin user to split groups with multiple optional responses.

3 RELATED WORK

Various chatbot platforms including Lex from AWS\(^1\) and the Microsoft Bot Framework\(^2\) can support conversational interaction with users to complete forms. However these tools require manual configuration in terms of defining desired entities for users to supply, and specifying their required formats.

Other work involves injecting traditional UI components into a chat-based interface. Wu et al.\(^{10}\) discuss a system that injects form widgets into the chat client, allowing users to submit responses to forms inside chat tools. The work does not address translating the form or its fragments into textual dialogue. RELATEDLY, Denoue et al.\(^{8}\) describe a system that allows users to inject into chat messages multimedia content extracted from shared documents.

Our work aims to substantially accelerate the translation of structured documents to chat-based dialogues. We combine analysis and interface elements to enable rapid, flexible construction of a chat dialogue based on a source document’s content and structure. Because other known conversion methods do not leverage a semi-automated interface they tend to be limited and require an admin user with programming background to manually transfer document information to the conversational interface. For example, fobi.io\(^2\) is a chatbot conversion tool that only works with Google Forms, which restricts the view and controller (e.g., the interface) as well as the model (e.g., the database). Other frameworks work only with web forms and require modifying the underlying code itself\(^1\).

4 SYSTEM

The core of this work is a semi-automated administrator tool, FormYak (Figure 3, top), that facilitates the creation of usable conversational dialogues\(^3\). Structured documents, or forms, are for the most part collections of fields and their associated labels. A naive approach to converting forms to conversations associates labels with fields, sends the label to the user as a message with a “?” appended, and injects the user’s response back into the field. This approach produces chat dialogues that are both unnatural and error-prone as

---

\(^1\) https://aws.amazon.com/lex/
\(^2\) https://dev.botframework.com/
\(^3\) https://youtu.be/yX_sCaBKEKU

---
To address these issues, FormYak associates, groups, and orders labels and fields. First, for web forms, associating labels and fields can be trivial: fields and labels are bound together in HTML markup and form fields. For example, the HTML “<input ... name=myName>” is linked to “<label ... for=myName>”. For forms-enabled paper (PDF) forms, often similar markup is available in the PDF content itself. If not, the system can take advantage of off-the-shelf tools [6, 7]. For web forms, a server-side rendering engine based on Chrome Headless images and extracts a JSON representation of the form fields (text and bounding boxes). For PDF forms, we use PDFBOX (Apache Project) to image and also extract form fields if the PDF is form-enabled. For web forms, the algorithm uses LABEL fields associated with INPUT fields. For PDF forms, the system compared the location of text with close-by form fields and also matches form field names with any nearby open text to give users an initial grouping. The image of the forms without the text is used to group fields, e.g. found inside a box using heuristic image processing methods.

Grouping and ordering is more complicated. Because these tasks are useful almost exclusively for translating content from forms to chat interfaces, this translation task is an emergent need (past work has investigated content ordering in text documents but is not applicable to forms [9]). We propose new methods for grouping and ordering that combine offline analysis with a user interface that takes advantage of familiar actions.

The UI must group associated pairs of fields and labels as well as form text that is not necessarily associated with any field, which we call open labels. The UI orders individual associated pairs, open labels, as well as groups, and provides mechanisms to manually revise automatic associations. At the same time, corresponding changes to the chat dialogue are rendered to verify the correctness of manual refinements. The web interface displays the web or PDF form and uses the JSON representation to overlay boxes. A CANVAS allows users to draw over the form in order to create or modify groupings.

A chat UI shows the form translated to chat dialogue. The tool generates Microsoft’s FormFlow-compatible dialog scripts (using NodeJS) that can be deployed to several popular chat platforms such as Slack, Messenger, Skype and plain text-based SMS.

We use two methods to allow admin users to associate, group, and order fields: a crossing-based interface [5] as well as a click-based interface. The crossing interface uses two simple gestures for grouping (regions) and ordering (lines). Drawing a line associates all label/field pairs and open labels with boundaries that cross that region or line (see Figure 3). Grouping label/field pairs and open labels together signals to the backend chat generation system that all of those elements should be combined into a single question to the chat user. If checkboxes are grouped together this can trigger other changes in the chat dialog, such as enumeration.

Furthermore, drawing a straight line down and/or to the right orders label/field pairs, open labels, and groups. If the mark starts on an item that is already ordered then the ordering enumerates up from that position. Otherwise the ordering enumerates up from the current maximum ordered item. Label/field associations themselves have no notion of ordering, so in that case lines only create associations. Users can also delete any field/label associations, groupings, or orderings at any time with a keystroke.

Finally, end user input must be directed to the correct field in the original paper- or web-document. For basic field/label associations, this is straightforward. When an admin clicks on a question in the chat preview the form viewer automatically navigates to the field, label, or group associated with that question. When the question refers to a group, the admin can edit the ordering of the fields within the group to match the ordering that the end user will supply.

The admin can also use a separate panel to enforce other syntax rules on the end user’s response (e.g., that the response should be a choice from a list, open text, open numeric, day/time, or, for experts, a regular expression). To remap user responses to the original source document, ordering and grouping needs to be inverted faithfully. In cases such as Figure 1 in which three name fields are grouped in one chat question, string processing can be used with the assumption that three user names are entered with the order and delimiter requested.

Fields may have certain response requirements so that they can be remapped to a common format for downstream entry in a database. These constraints can take the form of different patterns, e.g.
We conducted a preliminary user evaluation with six people (researchers and interns at a research lab) to assess the user experience of the system and its various features. The study took 30-40 minutes to complete, and participants interacted with FormYak via a web browser on their own desktop/monitor setups in an office setting. First, they read a brief description of FormYak and watched an instructional video showing the main features and actions they could perform using the tool. They were encouraged to stop the video after each feature was demonstrated and given the opportunity to re-create that action using a test form in a separate window.

After familiarizing themselves with the tool’s main features, participants were then asked to engage with two additional sample forms. In this case, they were shown FormYak’s automated output and asked to edit the chat UI output for two different forms. Instructions were: “Try to link text regions, fix any missing field/label associations, group together any field/label pairs that you think should be a single question, and group checkboxes together (if they are all part of the same question). Finally, experiment with ordering the questions in the chat and fixing the wording of text chat questions.”

When they had finished with the two forms, participants filled out a short survey asking them about their familiarity with form creation tools and chat UIs, and rated the overall usability of FormYak as well as the difficulty of the four main actions (updating fields, grouping, changing order of questions and changing question text). Finally, participants were asked to explain which feature of the interface was most helpful (and why) and which feature of the interface was the most difficult to understand (and why).

We logged user actions on the forms in order to quantify the number of times they performed the different actions of making field/label associations, grouping questions, ordering questions, and editing text/labels.

5.1 User behaviors

Based on logs from participants’ use of the system, we observed that the most frequent action was to associate fields with labels. Participants added or changed field-label associations a median of 9 times on the first form and a median of 10 times on the second form. Participants made between one and six groupings of questions on the first form (which was more complex than the second form). They edited the chat output a median of 7.5 times on the first form and 8.5 times on the second form. Finally, they created a median of 8.5 ordered groups on the first form and 1.5 ordered groups on the second form (again, likely because the first form was more complex and followed a two-column format).

5.2 Survey responses

Overall, changing the question text in the chat window had the highest usability (three ratings of “very easy” and two of “easy”). Changing the order of question groups was seen as the most difficult, with three participants rating this task as difficult and only one finding it to be easy.

In accordance with these ratings, all participants agreed that associating fields and labels, as well as grouping multiple fields into a single question were the most helpful features of the interface. One participant explained the utility of grouping multiple fields together. “It reduces the number of questions and thus increases the usability of the chatbot.” Similarly, participants mentioned in the open-ended question that re-ordering groups of questions was more difficult to understand, although this may have been due to the particular interaction technique chosen for ordering (clicking and dragging using a ‘lasso’ motion).

In terms of suggestions for future design, there were some small usability suggestions such as implementing an “undo” or “redo” feature rather than requiring users to clear the form or delete several links in order to fix a mistake. More broadly speaking, users also suggested that editing or deleting could be facilitated by not only allowing a user to jump to the appropriate chat bubble by clicking on the form, but also vice-versa: “It should enable double-linking between the form fields and the chatbot questions, i.e., clicking either one will highlight the corresponding element on the other side.”

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Users are shifting away from desktop interfaces and toward conversational chat applications on mobile devices. The tool we built and presented here, FormYak, aids this transition, making it easier for chat creators to translate highly structured documents (forms) to conversational interfaces. In future work, we plan to improve the FormYak interface based on feedback from our user study and also extend the tool to support less structured documents.
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